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A Proof that Fusing Measurements Using Point-to-Hyperplane
Registration is Invariant to Relative Scale
Fernando I. Ireta Muñoz1 and Andrew I. Comport2
Abstract— The objective of this paper is to demonstrate that
the metric error between different types of measurements can
be jointly minimized without a scaling factor for the estimation
processes if a Point-to-hyperplane approach is employed. This
article is an extension of previous work based on the Point-tohyperplane approach in 4 dimensions applied to pose estimation, where the proposed method minimized a fused error (3D
Euclidean points + Image intensities) and it was experimentally
demonstrated that the method is invariant to the choice of
scale factor. In this paper, the invariance to the scale factor
will be mathematically demonstrated. By doing this, it will
be shown how the proposed method can further improve the
convergence domain in 4D (or higher dimensions) and speed
up the alignment between augmented frames (color + depth)
whilst maintaining the robust and accurate properties of hybrid
approaches when different types of measurements are available.

I. INTRODUCTION
View registration has been widely studied in the field
of computer vision and it is especially applied in mobile
robotics to perform autonomous navigation by computing
visual odometry and reconstructing 3D maps of the environment. One of the most fundamental problems is estimating
the pose that relates measurements obtained from a moving
sensor at different times.
RGB-D sensors provide rich geometric and photometric
information from the scene that can be registered. The
alignment between frames is ideally computed by jointly
optimizing over color and depth measurements in a so-called
hybrid-based manner. Basically, hybrid approaches combine
geometric techniques, such as the well know ICP algorithm and its variants, with photometric techniques (direct
or feature-based methods) together in order to obtain the
benefits of each.
Different approaches have been proposed in the literature
to estimate the pose between two different RGB-D views.
The main surveys were recently cited in [26]. For the purpose
of this paper, we will focus on proving that the Point-tohyperplane approach proposed in [12] is invariant to a scale
factor λ . The Point-to-hyperplane minimization avoids the
estimation of λ , which weights the contribution of each
measurement type and is usually required for methods that
minimize the geometric and photometric error simultaneously. The estimation of λ has been widely studied by the
vision community and various strategies had been proposed.
Depending on how it is estimated, the scale factor λ can be
categorized as an ”adaptive” or a ”non-adaptive” coefficient.
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The non-adaptive category mostly involves strategies for
dense 3D reconstruction from RGB-D images. The coefficient λ is computed only once and it is used to align all the
following frames which contain similar information, such
as [9], [16], [17], [5], [13], [27], [6]. A real-time RGB-D
SLAM using a non-adaptive scale factor is found in [23],
[25], [24] where λ was also set empirically to reflect the
relative difference in metrics used for color and depth costs.
On the other hand, adaptive methods increase the importance of the geometric error or the photometric error to
ensure that each measurement is in the same order of magnitude. They are however more complex methods that compute
the adequate scalar factor for each RGB-D image. These
methods are usually employed to perform real-time tasks as
3D visual tracking [18], [2], visual odometry [22], [20], [7]
and SLAM [14], [15]. They improve the convergence rate,
however, it can be computationally expensive to estimate a
λ for each new RGB-D frame.
The aim of this paper is to give the mathematical proof
of the invariance to λ if a Point-to-hyperplane technique is
used for minimizing different types of metrics as a single
combined error. In particular, in [12] we proposed a method
to minimize a 4D joint error which is invariant to the scale
factor λ where, as a side note, the alignment is accelerated
by performing the searching of the nearest neighbours via
4D-vector. The method performs visual odometry on real and
simulated environments by estimating the camera poses from
RGB-D sequences. During the experiments, the invariance
of the tuning parameter λ was empirically observed. The
method is based on a Point-to-plane method for 3D Euclidean
points [4], but the normals are estimated in 4D space using a
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm, as is done
in [19], where the eigenvector with the lowest eigenvalue is
chosen as the normal. The normal is therefore closely related
to the relative uncertainty in the measurements.
In order to provide the proof that the Point-to-hyperplane
method is invariant to λ , this paper is structured as follows.
Section II establishes a general pipeline that is common
to different hybrid methods for RGB-D pose estimation.
Regularly, these methods minimize the errors simultaneously
and scale them to the same magnitude by λ , which weighs
the contribution of each during the minimization process.
In Section III, demonstrates that the Point-to-hyperplane
method can minimize the error as a single vector without any
influence by the choice of λ , and the approach is generalized
for higher dimensions such as 6D color and depth. Finally,
extended results with respect to [12] for both, real and
simulated environments, will be shown.

II. HYBRID-BASED RGB-D POSE ESTIMATION
The hybrid-based methods are useful when only geometric
or color information alone are not significant enough to obtain a correct alignment. The main feature of these strategies,
is that they can improve the robustness and accuracy of
motion estimation than using only geometric or photometric
minimization separately [26]. This section will give an
overview of a general model that is common to all pose
estimation approaches. In particular, the hybrid-based model
presented in this paper will attempt to unify both, color and
depth measurements, in a common framework.
The geometric and photometric techniques, share much
similarity when estimating the pose. The strategy common
to many classic techniques involves the following pipeline:
1) Acquire the set of measurements (color, depth, extracted features, etc) at different viewpoints.
2) Find the closest points between the datasets based on
the current best pose estimation.
3) Minimize the weighted error function and estimate an
incremental update for the pose.
4) Iteratively perform all the steps from 2 until convergence.
Therefore, if we develop the aforementioned stages and
we consider that a RGB-D sensor is available, a 4D-vector
>
4
measurement, defined here as Mi = [P>
i Ii ] ∈ R , is obtained
for the i-th point and its corresponding match is found in
the other image. Each intensity value Ii is associated with
an unique 3D Euclidean point Pi = [Xi Yi Zi ]> ∈ R3 which
is computed by the back projection function such as: Pi =
K−1 pi Zi , where K ∈ R3×3 is the intrinsic calibration matrix,
pi = [pxi pyi 1]> ∈ R3 are the homogeneous pixel coordinates
and Zi is the metric distance. Based on the corresponding
point pairs between two datasets with an unknown pose x,
an i − th error metric can be defined as:
eHi = λ (M∗i − f (Mi , x)) ∈ R4

(1)

where the superscript ∗ denotes reference measurements that
correspond to a keyframe. This superscript will be used
throughout this paper to denote the reference measurements.
As is shown in (1), the intensity is fused with the Euclidean distance with a weight matrix λ that scales the
importance of the 3D geometric points with respect to the
intensities such as:


λG 0
(2)
λ=
0 λI
where λG = diag(λG1 , λG2 , λG3 ).
The given non-linear error in (1) is minimized iteratively
using a Gauss-Newton approach to compute the unknown
parameter x with increments given by:


λ e
x = −(J> WJ)−1 J> W G G
(3)
λI eI
> > represents the stacked Jacobian
where J = [ J>
G JI ]
matrices obtained by derivating the stacked geometric and
photometric error functions (eG and eI , respectively), and

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: Hybrid-based approaches. (a) A Point-to-plane ICP algorithm is minimized simultaneously with a direct imagebased method while searching the 3D closest points. The
coefficient λ automatically scales both errors in the same
magnitude for each new frame. (b) Point-to-hyperplane
method [12], the closest points are estimated via 4D-vector
and the error is minimized as a single vector, the coefficient
λ is not longer any needed (see Section III).

the weight matrix W contains the stacked weights associated
with each set of coordinates obtained by M-estimation [10].
For the purposes of this paper, the Jacobian JI is computed
by using the Second Order Minimization (ESM) method [3].
Often, M-estimation is performed separately on each measurement vector since their scale is different.
Finally, the pose estimation T(x) is computed at each
b ← TT(x)
b
iteration and is updated incrementally as T
until
convergence.
The bi-objective minimization has been introduced as an
error function that minimizes the photometric and geometric
error simultaneously for hybrid-based approaches. However,
it depends on the computation of the tuning parameter λ ,
which has a huge influence on the minimization process. If it
is well estimated, it can speed up the alignment between two
different frames while maintaining robustness and accuracy.
An example of the influence of the coefficient is shown in
the Fig. 2, where each error is fitted into a normal Gaussian
distribution.
The cited hybrid-based strategies that uses the adaptive
coefficient λ [18], [2], [22], [20], [7], [14], [15] perform the
ICP Point-to-Plane algorithm [4] and a direct image-based
method [11] whilst minimizing the error simultaneously.
Generally, these strategies minimize the following error
function:


(Pm
λG N∗>
− Pwi )
i
i
∈ R4
(4)
eHi =
λI (Iim − Iiw )
with λG = I3 , where Pwi ∈ R3 is the warped 3D point and Iiw
is the warped intensity. The 3D correspondences (matches)
with their associated intensities are respectively defined by
m
Pm
i and Ii . In fact, the searching of the closest points is often
the most computationally expensive performed stage in the
pose estimation process. Several strategies can be used, such

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2: Influence on the error function residual (Equation (19)) of the scale coefficient when (a) it is not estimated (λ = 1) and greyscale
units are compared to m, (b) when the intensities and 3D points are normalized (non-adaptive λ [16]) and (c) when an adaptive
λ is estimated [22]. Finally in (d) their cost function at each iteration of minimization until reach convergence is shown. It is
clearly seen that non-adaptive or adaptive coefficients attempt to preserve about the same contribution of each measurement type
(The photometric error and geometric error distributions are shown in red and blue, respectively).

as kd-trees, linear interpolation or performing feature-based
methods using various correlation strategies.
From the cited methods above, only [18] matches the
closest points using the 4D-vector in order to better constrain
the search for the closest 3D points, but in that paper the
minimization remains similar to the others (As is shown in
Fig. 1(a)).
III. POINT-TO-HYPERPLANE
Based on the error function defined in (1) and its expanded
form in (4), a Point-to-hypeplane minimization can be defined such that:
∗
4
eHi = N∗>
i λ (Mi − f (Mi , x)) ∈ R

(5)

where N∗i ∈ R4 are the normals of the reference measurements and the scale parameter λ = diag (λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , λ4 )
depends of the length of the measurement vector. If hybrid measurements are used, then the concept of Point-tohyperplane is introduced and the integrated error is defined
as follows:

4
w
Mm
(6)
eHi = N∗>
i
i − Mi ∈ R
where Mm
i denotes the match found between the reference and the transformed current measurements: M∗i =
w Y w Zw Iw
[Xi∗ Yi∗ Zi∗ Ii∗ ] and Mw
i
i
i ], respeci = [Xi
w
tively. Mi is the measurement vector transformed by the
geometric warping function w(·), which projects a 3D reference point P∗i ∈ R3 onto the current image plane.
It should be noted that the tuning parameters λ are not
included in (6). This is due to the fact that the normals
N∗ are estimated by performing the cross product between
the neighbouring reference points that forms an hyperplane,
so that the distance of another point Mwi to the formed
hyperplane will be scaled by the geometric and photometric
elements of λ , which have not influence since all scale
elements appears for each element of the error function. The
coefficient λ is not longer needed since it has not effect in
the error function (This demonstration will be shown below).
In order to extend (6) to higher dimensions and to demonstrate that the method is invariant to λ , consider that the
measurements vectors λ M∗ and λ M contain j different types
of measurements that are scaled by the same magnitude λ .

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: At least two vectors are needed to compute (a) the plane
for 3 dimensions and (b) three vectors for 4 dimensions
(In this paper 8 vectors are computed). In general, for N
dimensions a N − 1 vectors are needed. The points that
forms the plane (or hyperplane) are selected depending on
its associated pixel coordinates. Any pixel on the image
can be selected as a central pixel (except for the corners)
to compute the distance with its surrounding neighbours.

The general form of the equation of a plane for 3D
geometric points is ax + by + cz + d = 0, where hx, y, zi are
the coordinates of the 3D point and ha, b, ci defines the
normal vector. Therefore, an hyperplane of dimension j can
be defined as follows:
N1∗ λ1 M1∗ + N2∗ λ2 M2∗ + · · · + N ∗j λ j Mk∗ + d = 0

(7)

where d = −N1∗ λ1 M1∗ − N2∗ λ2 M2∗ − · · · − N ∗j λ j Ml∗ . The normals are calculated by performing the cross product in j
dimensions such that:
N∗i = V∗1 × V∗2 × · · · × V∗ j−1 ∈ R j

(8)

where each m = 1, 2, · · · , j − 1 vector V∗m = λ M∗k − M∗l is
similarly computed with the Point-to-point distance equation.
The integer index k 6= l selects the N closest points lying
in the hyperplane. N is the number of vectors employed
to compute the normal (For this paper N = 8). The minimum number of vectors that are required to perform the
multidimensional cross product, depends on the number of
dimensions used in the measurements vector (See Fig. 3).

The elements of the normal in (8) can be expressed as:

N∗i = c(λ1 )[M∗k−l ]1

c(λ2 )[M∗k−l ]2

···

c(λ j )[M∗k−l ] j

>

(9)

M∗k − M∗l



where the operator [·]i extracts the i−th row of
∈
R j , and the operator c(λi ) corresponds to the product of the
elements of the diagonal of λ except for λi such as:
j

c(λi ) =

∏ diag(λλ ),
i6= j

i = 1, 2, · · · , j

(10)

i

The equation to compute the distance eH of a point λ Mi
to the hyperplane, which is formed by the reference points
λ M∗i , can be represented in general form such as:
eHi

[N∗ ]1 λ1 M1 + · · · + [N∗i ] j λ j M j + d
= qi
([N∗i ]1 λ1 )2 + · · · + ([N∗i ] j λ j )2

(11)

3 hybrid points
 M0 , M1 and
> M2 as reference points, the
is defined here as the cross
normal N∗i = NX NY NI
product between the vectors V01 and V02 , which are defined
as V01 = λ (M1 − M0 ) and V02 = λ (M2 − M0 ). that provides
all the elements of the normal N∗ at M0 such that:
 


λY λI VY01VI02 −VI01VY02 
λY λI NX
N∗i =  λX λI VI01VX02 −VX01VI02  = λX λI NY 
(15)
λX λY NI
λX λY VX01VY02 −VY01VX02
Equation (14) can be rewritten as follows:

eHi = λX λY λI NX (Xi − Xw ) + NY (Yi −Yw ) + NI (Ii − Iw )
The normalization of the normal is calculated such as:
i>
h
*
b
c
a
(16)
Ni = √a2 +b2 +c2 √a2 +b2 +c2 √a2 +b2 +c2

where d = −[N∗i ]∗1 λ1 M1∗ − · · · − [N∗i ]∗j λ j M ∗j and the operator
[N∗i ] j = c(λ j )[M∗k−l ] j extracts the j − th element of (9).
Equation (11) can be easily represented in Hessian normal
form as:

where a = λX λY λI NX , b = λX λY λI Ny and c = λX λY λI NI . The
error function of (14) can be minimized just as:

(12)

The unknown parameter x is estimated by following the
same pipeline of the hybrid-based methods, where (3) is
rewritten as follows:

*>
eHi = −N∗i (M∗i − Mi )

where
as:

*
N∗i

is the normalization of the normal j-vector such


∗
[Mk−l ]1

q

 ([M∗k−l ]1 )2 +···+([M∗k−l ] j )2 


*


..
N∗i = 
 ∈ Rj
.


∗
[Mk−l ] j

q

(13)

([M∗k−l ]1 )2 +···+([M∗k−l ] j )2

that demonstrates the invariance to λ in (12), due to the fact
that all its diagonal factors appears for both, numerator and
denominator, and for each j −th element of (13) as: c(λ j )λ j .
Applied to the error function in (6), the following lemma is
established.
Lemma 3.1: The integrated error eH in j − th dimension
is invariant to the relative scale λ if it is minimized by a
Point-to-hyperplane method.
∗
∗>
∗
eHi = N∗>
i (Mi − f (Mi , x)) = Ni λ (Mi − f (Mi , x))
Proof: Consider for simplicity the 3D case instead of
4D. Three hybrid 3D points that belong to the same
cloud of points
M ∈ R3×n (2D points + intensity) such

>

>
as: M0 = X0 Y0 I0 , M1 = X1 Y1 I1
and M2 =

>
X Y2 I2 , and consider one warped point Mw =
 2
>
Xw Yw Iw which represent any element of the warped
f(x)

point cloud Mw = Π3 T(x)M2 . Note that the j-D case is
an extension of this basic case.
In order to balance the magnitude of the metric measurements, a scalar factor is applied to all the points as: λ M
and λ Mw , where λ is defined as λ = diag(λX , λY , λI ). The
coefficients of λ are introduced in a 3D point-to-hyperplane
error function such that:
∗
3
eHi = N∗>
i λ (Mi − f (Mi , x)) ∈ R

N∗

(14)

where the normals
are computed by performing the cross
product of the vectors formed from λ M. Considering the

*>

eHi = Ni (Mi − Mw )

x = −(J> WJ)−1 J> WeH

(17)

(18)

IV. RESULTS
All the experiments presented in this paper were performed on both, real and synthetic, RGB-D grayscale images.
In order to improve computational efficiency, a multiresolution pyramid was used. The iterative closest points minimization can be stopped by two criteria: when the maximum
number of iterations (200) is reached or if the norm of the
transformation matrix is less than 1 × 10−6 in rotation and
1 × 10−5 in translation. The Huber influence function was
employed in the M-estimator to reject outliers and obtain
more robust estimations. Only one M-estimator was used for
the unified measurement vector as opposed to two in [15].
The Point-to-hyperplane method is compared here with
the following hybrid error function, which weights the minimization between the geometric and photometric error [15].
 

> 
∗
m
∗
b
b
λ RR(x)N
Pi − Π3 TT (x) Pi
i
 ∈ R4 (19)


eHi = 
∗
∗
∗
b
Ii w(TT(x), Pi ) − Ii (pi )
3
where Pm
i ∈ R is the closest point in the current cloud,
R̂ ← R̂R(x) is the incremental update of the rotations, N∗i =
[Nxi Nyi Nzi ]> are the normals of the reference points and
Π3 = [1, 0] ∈ R3×4 is the projection matrix. For this strategy,
the normals are only estimated for the geometric points (e.g.
a classic Point-to-plane [4] approach). The selection is done
by choosing the neighbouring pixels in the color image as is
shown in Fig. 3(a).
In the case of the 4-dimensional space, a 3 × 3 window
is selected to compute the normals as is shown in Fig. 3(b).
Based on the Generalized-ICP algorithm [19], the Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) is employed on the covariance

(a) fr1 xyz

(b) fr1 room

(c) fr1 desk

(d) fr1 desk2

(e) fr1 plant

(f) fr1 teddy

(g) lvr traj0

(h) lvr traj1

(i) lvr traj2

(j) lvr traj3

Fig. 4: Examples of the Absolute Trajectory Error evaluation obtained by the Point-to-Hyperplane method. The benchmarck datasets [8]
and [21] were used.

matrix of the 8 closest points for each point, where the
eigenvector with the lowest eigenvalue corresponds to the
normal vector N∗i4D . An alternative algorithm that can be
used to compute the normals is given in [1].
For the comparisons, the Point-to-hyperplane method is
compared with different strategies that compute a nonadaptive λ , which are computed based on the strategies [16]
(The intensities are normalized λI = Ii /255) and an adaptive
λ [22] (where the scale parameter is the ratio between
the Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) of the errors λG =
MAD(eI )/MAD(eG )). The minimization of the error presented in (19) will also be compared with a λ = 1 (λ is
not estimated).
1) Simulated environment: In order to verify the performance of the method, 1000 synthesized images were generated with random poses. The alignment process between
the generated images and its reference image ensures exact
correspondences at the solution. The mean of number of
iterations and computational time until reaching convergence
is shown in Table I. The normals were computed only once
for the reference image, obtaining 9.29 seconds.
2) Real environments: For the test with real RGB-D
images the Freiburg 1 sequences from [21] were employed
to perform Visual Odometry with frame-to-frame tracking
in the same way as the simulated environment [8]. The
performance of the hybrid-based techniques that estimate an
adaptive λ is compared to the Point-to-hyperplane technique.
The Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE) and Relative Pose Error
(RPE) between the estimated trajectories and their respective
groundtruth trajectories (Table II) are compared. It should be
noted that the averages in time and number of iterations is
less than the averages obtained by the Point-to-hyperplane
method for sequences desk and floor, but obtaining also
less error. With respect to the previous results in [12],
the experiments were carried with different strategies that
estimate the scale parameter λ for hybrid-based approaches.
Here, the proposed method is compared with an adaptive λ
strategy that normalizes the intesities, in order to demonstrate
the invariance to the scale factor. A comparison of the ATE
for some of the sequences are shown in Fig. 4.

TABLE I: Averages in Time and in Number of Iterations until
Convergence for 1000 Synthesized Images at Random
Poses.
Method
1) Hybrid-based + non-adaptive λ [16]
2) Hybrid-based + adaptive λ [22]
3) Hybrid-based (λ is not estimated)
4) Point-to-hyperplane

# Iterations
124.2280
152.3790
155.0030
44.6280

Time (sec)
1.5403
1.9019
1.9406
0.4679

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, it is proven mathematically that the Pointto-hyperplane approach [12] is invariant to λ . The normals
have been obtained by performing the multidimensional cross
product of vectors in j dimension and the λ coefficients are
shown to not influence the minimization process. Evaluations in the experiments, show that more accurate results
are obtained for the Point-to-hyperplane method when the
normals are estimated with the PCA algorithm instead of
the cross product. However, the former algorithm requires
extra computational time which is linear with the number of
nearest neighbours selected in the image [1].
We aim to generalize this approach to any measurement
fusion approach for which enough data is available to compute normals, such as color or IR measurements.
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